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Introduction 
The information contained in this document is a natural progression of my studies of the  
late date Morgan dollar series.  This summary of my research is presented only to document my 
findings.  I do not intend that this document be published since I relied strictly on on-line auction 
photos.   

I once again departed from my usual procedure of researching a date and mint mark study, 
similar to my 1901-S, 1902-S, 1903-S and 1904-S Morgan dollar series research.  I have bought 
coins for the 1902-O, 1904-O, and 1904-P studies.  But the price of admission to 1900-S 
Morgan dollars is prohibitive in high enough grades to do a study with coins in hand.  Thus, I 
used auction photos for this study.  I have studied over 1100 coins in preparation for this Guide. 

Since I have not had any coins in hand, I feel compelled to labeled this Guide as “Preliminary”. 

In short, I have identified examples of 18 listed 1900-S VAM die pairs, and 14 die pairs not 
currently listed.  With 3,540,000 Morgan dollars minted at the San Francisco mint in 1900, the 
number of different dies would be expected to be relatively low.  There are 21 obverse and 27 
reverse dies that I have identified, making an average of 168,000 and 131,000 coins minted per 
obverse and reverse die, respectively. 

1.0 Using Auction Photos for Research 
As mentioned above, the price of high grade 1900-S Morgan dollars was prohibitive to buy coins 
for my study.  So, I opted to use auction photos.  All photos and coins are from the Heritage 
Auctions or Stacks & Bowers websites using their auction archives.   

I looked at XF or higher graded coins for this research.  I felt that coins in lower grades would be 
unreliable for documenting PUPs.  During my research, at least 1100 coins graded in XF or 
higher were reviewed.  Of the 1100 coins reviewed, at least 800 were in MS60 or higher grades.  
Lower graded coins do not show up in large auction house auctions as often as uncirculated 
coins. 

Using auction photos from Heritage Auctions (HA) and Stacks & bowers (SB) archives is the 
best I could do.  But I do have some reservations and cautions.  Lighting and photo angles can 
make PUPs pop, or seem hidden.  Also, date and mint mark placement can appear to shift in 
the photos.  So, while every attempt has been made to be consistent in my observations, it must 
be understood that observations are qualitative based on the available photos. 

I have saved at least three links to auction archive photos for each die marriage identified in this 
Guide when they are available.  This has proven valuable in confirming that PUPs appear on 
different coins. 

The photographs of PUPs by nature can, and will be blurry in many instances.  But they do work 
to attribute a certain die and/or die marriage based on my experience.   

2.0 Summary of Findings 
When I started this study, there were 25 different VAM listings for the 1900-S Morgan dollars.  
These included VAMs 1 through 25, with eleven sub-varieties.  Note that VAM-25 is a privately 
made coin, and hence not included in the Guide. 
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The number of identified die marriages based on my research is 32.  The number of obverse 
and reverse dies combined identified is 48 (21 obverse dies and 27 reverse dies) as shown in 
Appendix B.  The difference between the number of listed VAM varieties and number of dies 
identified is due primarily to the not finding examples of listed VAMs, and the existence of 
different die marriages, or die incest.  Die marriages not assigned a VAM listing by Leroy Van 
Allen are called VAMs-Not-Assigned (VNA) in this Guide.  There are 14 VNAs identified in this 
Guide. 

As mentioned above, the average number of coins minted per die are 161,000 for the obverse 
dies, and 131,000 for the reverse dies.  This tends to be on the average side for the Morgan 
dollar mintages.  The die stages/states identified for the 1900-S mintage appear to show long 
runs on the dies, as many die marriages were run long until cracks and breaks appeared on 
both dies, and in some instances, polished and remarried or married to a different opposing die. 

The 1899-1900 and 1900-1901 Director of the Mint Report shows 40 and 80 standard silver 
dollar dies prepared in the fiscal years respectively for use at the San Francisco mint.  The total 
of 48 combined obverse and reverse dies not match up well with this information.  Not sure what 
to make of that. 

Some other observations are as follows: 

1. Many coins reviewed had planchet striations, similar to the 1901-S, 1902-S and 1903-S 
coins.  The striations can make attribution difficult in some cases as they can hide PUPs.  
 

2. It is interesting to note that three reverse types are included in the 1900-S Morgan dollar 
series, C3, C4 and C4/C3.  The C4/C3 reverse was not recognized until 1979.  Note that 
any VAM with a C3 reverse listed prior to 1979 could have actually been a C4/C3 
reverse, but not likely to be a C4 reverse.    
 

3. Many of the obverse dies have dates that appear slanted but are not listed as such.   
 

4. There were two different mint mark types used in San Francisco that were used to mint 
1900 Morgan dollars.  They are the Type IV (narrow) mint mark, and Type V (wide) mint 
mark.  The differences are shown in Plate 1. 

 
Type IV (Narrow) Mint Mark  

Type V (Wide) Mint Mark 
Plate 1 – Mint Mark Types IV and V Comparison (Photos Courtesy of John Roberts) 
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The primary difference between the two mint mark types is Type IV has more pointed 
top and bottom serifs and the serifs of the Type V tend to be more rounded.  
 
In my opinion, the two different mint mark types are difficult to discern differences in 
many cases.  The strength of punch, slight tilt of punch, die wear, bag hits (PMD), and 
other factors can make deciding what type of mint mark is on a particular coin difficult.  I 
believe this factor has caused confusion in some of the 1900-S VAM listings.  
Hence my observations may be different than those of Leroy Van Allen in some 
cases.  Or, I may have gotten confused by the same issue. 

5. My observations from the die study indicate that obverse dies were involved with 19 
different die marriages, while reverse dies were only involved with 8 different die 
marriages.  Keep in mind that only 21 obverse dies were identified as compared to 27 
reverse dies in this study. 
 
This would seem to indicate that the SF Mint had less obverse dies available than 
reverse dies.  It would also appear that the SF Mint was attempting to prolong obverse 
die life as a result.  While this is speculation on my part, my observations tend to support 
this theory.  The identified die incest (as I call it) is shown in Plate 2. 
 

 
               Plate 2 – Die Incest Flow Chart (Re-Marriages of Obverse & Reverse Dies)  
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The most notable series of die incest involves VAMs-7, 17, VNA-1, VAMs-10, 17, 6, and 
VAMs-13, VNA-1, 6.  
 
It should be noted that most of the confusion I identified in the VAM listings involve these 
VAMs.  So, besides difficulty in telling the difference between Type IV and V mint 
marks, I believe the die incest also has played a role in VAM listing confusion. 
 

6. As I always do, I looked at the mintage of the fiscal year silver dollars.  According to the 
Annual Reports of the Director of the Mint, the mintage of 1900-S Morgan dollars was as 
shown in Plate 3.  
 

                           
                    Plate 3 – Mintage of Morgan Dollars by Month in Fiscal Year 1900  
 
I think it is interesting to note that most of the 1900-S silver dollars were minted in the 
last part of 1900, rather than the first part.  Not sure what that means.  But the apparent 
die count of 48 total dies identified in this study would seem to indicate that the SF Mint 
relied mostly on the dies prepared in fiscal year 1899-1900.    
 
“The Official Red Book of Morgan Silver Dollars” written by Q. David Bowers and 
published by Whitman Publishing, LLC in 2004 states that 35 die pairs were made for SF 
Mint.  Other references state the same thing, i.e., 35 obverse and 35 reverse dies were 
made for use by SF in 1900.  I am not sure where this stat came from.  It is not included 
in the Annual Reports of the Director of the Mint.  
 
This study indicates a total of 48 dies used by the SF Mint in 1900.  This does not come 
close to 70 total dies.  The extensive die incest, long running of dies to create cracks and 
some breaks on virtually all known die pairs, and extensive polishing and re-marrying of 
dies with the same opposing dies or different opposing dies, does not support the idea 
that the SF Mint had 35 obverse and reverse dies on hand for that fiscal year.  
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Of course, it is possible that 35 obverse and 35 reverse dies were prepared for the SF 
Mint, but not all were shipped to the SF Mint for use for some reason.  
 

7. Many of the early VAM listings are for doubled dates.  The descriptions of the doubled 
date VAMs include doubling or tripling of the inside tops and/or bottoms of the zeros, 
inside bottom loop of the 9, and tops of the zeros among others.  This type of date 
doubling can be subtle, and hard to see in auction photos.  Hence, some of the doubled 
date VAMs were not found or identified in this study.  
 
Given the similarity of some of the doubled date listings, I also suspect that a few VAMs 
could be listed as different dies but are the same dies with different appearances due to 
die wear, grunge on circulated coins, or PMD. 
 

As briefly mentioned above, it is my observation that the dies were run long and hard 
given the preponderance of die cracks/breaks on both obverse and reverse dies.  The 
extent of die cracks/breaks is large and exists on the majority of die pairs LDS of the 
involved dies.  
 
Appendix E is included as a Crack Finder based on this study, but a few uncommon die 
crack characteristics are worth nothing.  
 
The first crack characteristic are the radial die cracks.  There are five dies with radial 
cracks, one obverse die and four reverse dies as shown in Plate 4. 
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VAM-24A – Radial Crack Listed as Break 

 

 
VAM-12 LDS – Looks Like a Break, but Unlisted 

 

 
VNA-4 LDS 

 

 
VNA-6 LDS 

 

 
VNA-13 LDS 

 

Plate 4 – 1900-S Radial Die Cracks/Breaks 
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Another set of crack characteristics are those running vertically from Liberty’s nose downward.  
There are four dies with this characteristic as shown in Plate 5.  
 

 

 
VAM-9 – Note Die Chip 

 
VAM-10B 

 

 
VAM-20A 

 

 
VAM-24A 

Plate 5 – Vertical Cracks at and Below Liberty’s Nose 

There are also 5 reverse dies with unusual horizontal die cracks in the reverse Motto 
Letters as shown in Plate 6. 
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VAM-20A 

 

 
VNA-4 LDS 

 

 
VNA-6 

 
VNA-8 

 
VAM-10B 

Plate 6 – Horizontal Die Cracks in Reverse Motto Letters 
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8. The majority of the 1900-S reverse dies are C3.  But there are both C4 and C4/C3 
reverse dies.  
 
There is one listed C4 reverse VAM which is the VAM-18/18A.  There is an unlisted C4 
reverse die pair which I labeled as the VNA-8.  
 
There are three listed C4/C3 reverse dies which are VAMs 16, 22 and 23.  The VAM-19 
is also listed as a C4/C3 reverse, but I did not find an example.  The listing says it 
mimics the C3 reverse but is actually a C4/C3.  I am not sure about this as discussed 
below in the Discussion by Die Marriage.  
 
I have identified an unlisted C4/C3 reverse which is the VNA-10. 

3.0 Discussion by Die Marriage 
The following discussion is presented by VAM number and then VNA number that I have 
assigned based on my observations.  Plate 2 should be reviewed for references to different die 
marriages. 

VAM-1:  I did not find any coins that would fit into the VAM-1 listing.  The VAM-1 listing is for a 
normal date coin with a C3 reverse and Type IV mint mark.  All C3 reverse dies that I identified 
are included in other VAM or VNA listings. 

VAM-2:  I did not find any coins that would fit into the VAM-2 listing.  The VAM-2 listing is for a 
normal date coin with a C3 reverse and Type V mint mark.  All C3 reverse dies that I identified 
are included in other VAM or VNA listings. 

VAM-2A:  This die pair is listed as a normal date placement with a Type V S M/M.  The obverse 
and reverse die gouges make attribution a snap.  I did not find any EDS of either die that would 
suggest the die gouges were added after initial use in either the same die marriage, or previous 
marriages with opposing dies. 

 

 
VAM-2A – Gouge Above Upper Cotton Leaf 

 

 
VAM-2A - Gouge Above Upper Arrow Feather 
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VAM-3:  This die pair is listed as a near date (set further left than normal) with a Type IV S/S 
mint mark right.  To make a long story short, I have not identified an example of this die pair.   
 
I believe that this listing is an example of the listing confusion mentioned above due to the 
reverse die incest involving VAMs-7, 17 and VNA-1.  The VAM-3 Plate in the Encyclopedia 
matches the reverse die of the VAM-7, 17 and VNA-1.  The listings for both VAM-7 and 17 are 
pretty solid, suggesting that the VAM-3 lost out to a subsequent listing, likely the VAM-17.    
 
I discount the VNA-1 coming into play in this listing since the obverse date placement is 
centered on the 3rd denticle (solid normal date placement). 
 
However, to add to the confusion, the VAM-3 Plates in the 2012 VAM Supplement show a 
normal date placement like the VAM-7, while the VAM-3 is listed as a near date (set further left 
than normal).  In addition, the cracks shown in the VAM-3 Plates in the 2012 VAM Supplement 
match those for the VAM-7.  
 
So, the cleanest interpretation of the current listings is to assume the VAM-3 listing is a red-
haired step-child replaced by either the VAM-7 or 17. 

VAM-3A:  This listing presents an enigma but is listed as a near date and Type V over Type IV 
mint mark.  The VAM Plate is pretty dramatic.  As far as I can tell with asking expert VAMmers, 
the only example known is the discovery piece from 1974.  I cannot show an example of the 
VAM Plate since I have not asked for copyright permission from Leroy Van Allen.  But the VAM 
Plate can be found in the Encyclopedia and 2012 VAM Supplement. 

There are several theories that have been bantered about to explain this VAM.  My theory is 
that the reverse die started with the VAM-7.  There are examples of proof-like examples of 
VAM-7, so my thought was that the OMM was on the original die, the mint workers saw it 
quickly on minted coins, removed the dies, polished the “under mint mark” away, and re-married 
the dies and resumed mintage.  However, my review of the reverse dies of proof-like examples 
does not show any underlying evidence of this scenario. 

Another possible explanation floated is that the raised metal on both sides of the Type V mint 
mark are from a planchet flaw and might be able to be removed by poking with a stick.  My view 
of the subject VAM Plate does not support this theory. 

Information on the PCGS Coin Facts website states the following: 

“Narrow S mintmark over wide S. VAM-3A. A wide S mintmark was punched over a slightly doubled 
narrow S on a die that had already been used, indicating that the San Francisco Mint must have had its 
own supply of S punches (alternatively and less likely, the die was returned to Philadelphia for 
reprocessing, then sent back to San Francisco). Walter H. Breen suggested that all three S mintmarks are 
of the same size, and the mintmark is simply triple punched. (Thomas K. DeLorey also believes this is a 
triple-punched mintmark. Letter to the author, November 13, 1992.) Jeff Oxman stated the following: 
(Letter to the author, November 29, 1992.)  
 
Society of Silver Dollar Collectors members have discussed this variety at length and have concluded it is 
a dual mintmark variety, that is a narrow S over a wide S. However, we believe that ALL mintmarks were 
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applied in Philadelphia, never at the branch mints. The following scenario is likely:  
 
1899 and 1900 represented transition years for San Francisco mintmarks, since prior to this, a narrow S 
punch was used exclusively, and beginning in 1901, a wide S punch became the principal mintmark for 
the rest of the dollar series. It is quite conceivable that an engraver inadvertently used a narrow S punch 
that had been the standard punch up to this time, and then corrected his mistake by repunching the die 
with the wide S punch. Although the narrow S may well have been properly effaced from the die, it 
became visible again when minute pieces of metal which had covered the old mintmark fell out as a 
result of the pounding incurred while striking coins. In the case of the narrow S mintmark over wide S, 
two states of the die are known. One features only a repunched narrow S mintmark, whereas the later 
state shows the remains of the wide S as well.” 

Since I believe that no one has seen an example besides the discoverer and Leroy Van Allen, 
the enigma of this listing will remain until another example is located, assuming that ever 
happens. 

VAM-4:  This die pair is listed as a doubled top of 00 in the date, and a Type V mint mark set 
high.  I have not found an example of this die pair.  However, it may be because the auction 
photos I reviewed do not clearly show the doubled date.  Maybe one of the VNAs could fill this 
listing. 

VAM-5:  This die pair is listed as a near date, with a Type V mint mark set “upright and 
centered” based on the C3a designation.  I have not found an example of this die pair that is not 
subsequently listed.  None of the VNAs I have identified seem to fill this slot either. 

VAMs-6/6A/6B:  This die pair appears to come with some confusion with the listing of the VAM-
10/10A/10B family.  This is a conundrum that I believe is a result of the difficulty in telling the 
difference between Type IV and V reverse mint marks as discussed above, as well as obverse 
die incest. 

Confusion may start with the fact that the obverse die did start in the VAM-10 marriage, then 
went to the VAM-17 marriage, then finally to VAM-6 marriage.  As such, the obverse die came 
to the VAM-6 family already with cracks, most notably the crack at the date and neck tip.  So, all 
VAM-6/6A/6B coins have this crack.  But the obverse die in the VAM-6 did not come from the 
VAM-17 die marriage with the die chip/break in Liberty’s lower hair curls.  Likely it happened 
shortly after the cracked VAM-6 obverse die was married with the VAM-6 reverse since I only 
found one example of VAM-6.  VAMs-6A/6B with the die chip in Liberty’s lower hair are fairly 
common as the die pair was run until termination. 

As far as telling the difference between Type IV and V mint marks for the reverse between the 
VAM-6 and VAM-10, there is a tell-tale die crack between the DO of Dollar on almost all 
examples of VAM-6A/6B except for very EDS examples of the VAM-6/6A.  This die crack has an 
evil mimic crack with the VAM-10 reverse between DO (which shares the same obverse as 
VAM-6), but the crack is different.  Close scrutiny of the die cracks between DO of DOLLAR will 
tell the difference between the VAM-6A/6B and VAM-10 family. 
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VAM-6A/6B – Crack at DO of DOLLAR 

VAM-10 – Crack at DO of DOLLAR 

Bottom line is this, if your coin has the die chip/break in Liberty’s lower hair curls that matches 
the VAM-6A/6B VAM Plates, with a mint mark set high and slightly right (regardless whether you 
think it is a Type IV or V), then it is either a VAM-6A or 6B. 

Please see the VAM-10/10A/10B description below.  (Spoiler Alert:  There is no VAM-10A, and 
VAM-10B is a different die marriage from VAM-10 and the VAM-6 family). 

VAM-7:  This die pair is listed as a doubled 2nd 0 in the date on top, with a Type IV S/S right 
mint mark set right.  The date placement is left within normal but has two very small die spikes 
on the right side of the 7th left star.  In almost all examples I have seen, the small spikes look 
like die crud.  But they repeat on different coins I examined.  No VAM Plate(s) exist for these 
two small spikes. 

VAM-7 – Two Small Spikes at 7th Left Star Coin #1 VAM-7 – Two Small Spikes at 7th Left Star Coin #2 
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The reverse die started in the VAM-7 die marriage, then went to the VAM-17 die marriage, then 
to the VNA-1 die marriage.  This has been established based on die crack progression.  I did 
not find a remarriage of the obverse die. 

VAM-8:  This die pair is known with a near date with doubled 190 in the date at the upper left 
side of the digits, with a Type V S mint mark set high and right. 

The obverse die was used first in the VNA-12 die marriage as an EDS.  The VNA-12 obverse 
does not have the “doubled” 190 in the date.  Observations suggest that the obverse die was 
polished after the VNA-12 marriage to create the “doubled” 190 and was married to a new 
reverse die to create the VAM-8.  EDS of the VAM-8 show heavy polishing lines.  Thus the 
“doubled” date of the VAM-8 is not from date punch doubling, but from die polishing.  The 
obverse die in LDS was later married with another reverse die to create the VAM-16 die pair. 

 

 
VAM-8 – “Doubled 190”, MDS Die 

 

 
VNA-12 – No “Doubling” at 190 in Date, EDS Die 

 

VAM-9:  The VAM-9 die pair is listed as a near date with a Type IV S/S mint mark set high and 
centered.  The S/S Right Type IV mint mark is a different die than the Type IV S/S Right reverse 
of VAMs-7/17/VNA-1. 

EDS of the VAM-9 are best attributed by the near date and high & centered Type IV mint mark 
along with a distinctive die scratch inside Liberty’s ear.  The “spike” in the S mint mark is subtle 
but present as shown below.  The obverse die is listed with two small spikes at the 7th left star.  
Apparently written communication from Leroy Van Allen has revised the listing to indicate only 
one small spike is present.   LDS examples of VAM-9 have a distinct die crack from Liberty’s 
nose downward with the development of a small die chip in the crack which makes attribution a 
snap. 

Note that the obverse die of the VAM-9 was used first in the VNA-6 die marriage. 
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VAM-9 – Type IV S/S Mint Mark w/ S/S Spike 

 

 
VAM-9 – Two Diagonal Scratches in Ear 

 

 
VAM-9 – Small Spike at Right Side of 7th Left Star 

 

 
VAM-9 – Vertical Crack Below Liberty’s Nose 

 

VAMs-10/10A/10B:  The VAM-10 family is listed as near dates with a Type IV S mint mark set 
high.  See the discussion above for the VAM-6/6A/6B family. 

As shown in Plate 2 above, the obverse die was used first in the VAM-10 die marriage, then 
VAM-17 die marriage, then finally the VAM-6 die marriage.  As such, the existence of the VAM-
10A is very questionable and in my opinion, can’t exist.  I did not find an example of the VAM-
10A in my research.  For the VAM-10A to exist, the obverse die would have had to have had the 
die break/chip in Liberty’s lower hair occur in the VAM-6A marriage, then be re-married to the 
same VAM-10 reverse die, then re-married back to the VAM-6 reverse.  This is an unlikely 
scenario.  It is much more likely that in the obverse die’s third marriage in the VAM-6 family, the 
die stayed in that marriage until it was retired.  It is my belief that the VAM-10A VAM Plate in the 
VAM Supplement was taken from a VAM-6A.  Hence my opinion that telling the difference 
between Type IV and V mint marks has added to the confusion between the VAM-6 and VAM-
10 family. 

In short, I do not believe the VAM-10A actually exists. 
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The reverse die of the VAM-10 was married to a new obverse die to create the VNA-13 die 
marriage when the VAM-10 die pair was split up and the obverse die went on to the VAM-17 die 
marriage.  

Besides the base VAM description, the following are PUPs for the VAM-10.  For LDS of the 
VAM-10, note the small crack at DO of DOLLAR for the VAM-10 as shown in the VAM-6 family 
discussion above. 

 

 
VAM-10 Obverse PUPS.  Note Distinct Polishing Lines 

at BERTY 

 

 
VAM-10 Reverse PUPS, Polishing Lines in Upper Tail 

Feathers 
 

The VAM-10B is a completely different die marriage than the VAM-10, and for that matter the 
VAM-6 family.  Fortunately, there are good VAM Plates for the VAM-10B in the LDS with the die 
cracks shown in Appendix A.  EDS can be difficult to attribute without all the LDS die cracks and 
breaks.  But the die pair is known in DMPL.  Two PUPs for the VAM-10B die marriage are 
shown below. 

 

 
VAM-10B – Obverse PUP, Gouge/Chip Inside Ear 

 

 
VAM-10B – Reverse PUP, Scratch at F 
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VAM-11:  This die pair is listed as a near, doubled 190 date, with a Type V S mint mark.  The 
date doubling is easy to spot.  The 1 is doubled at the bottom of the top crossbar.  The 9 is 
doubled at the top of the upper loop.  The first 0 is doubled on the top outside.  The reverse die 
was remarried with a new obverse die to create the VNA-18. 

The best PUPs for the VAM-11 are shown below, in addition to the base VAM description.  
There is also a nice, long die scratch between the upper left and right olive leaf clusters on the 
reverse as shown in Appendix A.   

 

 
VAM-11 – Obverse PUP, Chip in Cap Fold 

 

 
VAM-11 – Reverse PUPS, Gouges Left Wing 

 

VAMs-12/12A:  This die pair is listed with a low, slanted date in normal position, with a Type V 
S mint mark.  The date is “left within normal” in placement.  The mint mark position is best 
described as “slightly right”. 

Shown below are two PUPS for the VAM-12 which can be used in conjunction with the base 
VAM description. 

 

 
VAM-12 – Obverse PUP, Gouge Back Hair Curls 

 

 
VAM-12 – Reverse PUPS, Polishing Lines Upper Tail 

Feathers 
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The VAM-12A presents something of a conundrum.  I did not find a full-blown example with the 
die break at the left reverse star.  The VLDS of the reverse die of the base VAM-12 is 
extensively cracked (and maybe has breaks).  See Appendix A.  In the VLDS, there is nothing to 
hint of even a break at the left reverse star with a crack pattern that matches the VAM-12A VAM 
Plate.  So, it would seem that the VAM-12A is not the same die marriage as the VAM-12. 

This conclusion is reinforced by looking at the VNA-13.  The VNA-13 has a crack at the reverse 
left star that matches the outline of the VAM-12A break to a tee.  The VNA-13 obverse and 
reverse dies match the base VAM description of the VAM-12.  It is my conclusion that the VAM-
12A is a different die pair than the VAM-12.  Since examples I identified of the VNA-13 do not 
have a full-blown break at the reverse left star, I have left the VNA-13 as a different die pair than 
the VAM-12A for purposes of this Guide.  I guess technically the VNA-13 die pair could be 
called VAM-12A1, and coins with the break VAM-12A2.  But this is best left up to Leroy to 
decide should he ever be sent the appropriate coins to review. 

VAM-13:  This die pair is described as a doubled 9-0 in the date with a Type V S mint mark.  I 
did not find an example in my research.  This could be because auction photos are not high 
enough resolution to see the date doubling, photo shadows may be hiding the doubling, or this 
die pair is a different die state of another VAM listing.  The VAM description of the VAM-13 is 
close to that for VAM-14. 

VAM-14:  The VAM-14 is listed as a doubled 900 in the date, with a Type V S mint mark set 
high.  The VAM-14 die pair was polished at least three times and re-married.  But a few PUPS 
remain thru the polishing episodes as shown below.  These PUPs can be used with the base 
VAM description.  The obverse die scratch survives all die states.  The gouge at the top of 
eagle’s right wing eventually becomes a base for crack formation.  Because of the several die 
polishing episodes, I suggest reviewing the photos in Appendix A for additional PUPS. 

 

 
VAM-14 – Obverse PUP, Long Scratch in Cap 

 

 
VAM-14 – Reverse PUP, Scratch Upper Right Wing 

 

VAM-15:  This die pair is listed as a normal date with a Type V S mint mark upright and set 
right.  There is a VAM Plate of the mint mark in the Encyclopedia.  I did not find an example of 
this die pair in my research.  A few reverse dies have mint marks that look like they could match 
the VAM Plate of the VAM-15 in the Encyclopedia.  But none of the obverse dies with this type 
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of mint mark are normal dates.  Likely this could be the interpretation of what is a normal date, 
and what is a near date. 

VAM-16:  The VAM-16 shares the same obverse die as the VAM-8 with the “doubled” 190 in 
the date but is a LDS of the VAM-8 obverse die.  The reverse is a C4/C3 reverse, but the 
second berry is very subtle.  By default, the mint mark is a Type V with the C4/C3 reverse.  
However, attribution can be made by looking at the date placement, remaining remnants of the 
“doubling” in the 190 in the date, and the C4/C3 two berry reverse as shown below. 

 

 
VAM-16 – Obverse PUPS, Date Placement and Gouges 

Top Right of 19 

 

 
VAM-16 – Reverse PUP, Weak 2nd Berry 

 

VAM-17:  VAM-17 has a near date and Type IV S/S mint mark.  It shares the same obverse die 
as VAM-10 and VAM-6.  The reverse die is shared with VAM-7 and VNA-1.  Reference Plate 2.   

The easiest way to attribute this die pair that I have found is to look at the date placement which 
is solidly in the near position, and then use the Type IV S/S mint mark set right as follows: 

 
 

 
VAM-17 Date Placement 

 

 
VAM-17 Type IV S/S M/M Set Right 

I would also double check for other PUPs as shown in Appendix A for the VAM-17. 

VAM-18/18A:  The die pair is listed as a very near date with a C4 reverse.  This makes 
attribution a snap, as the date placement is squarely over the 2nd denticle, and there is only one 
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other C4 reverse known in the 1900-S series.  The obverse die was used first in the VAM-23 die 
marriage, but the VAM-23 is a C4/C3 reverse.  If the subject coin has a very near date, just 
check the reverse type to figure out whether you have a VAM-18 or VAM-23. 

 
 
 

 
VAM-18 Very Near Date Placement 

 

 
VAM-18 C4 Reverse Single Berry 

 

The VAM-18A is the same die pair as the VAM-18 and has developed nice breaks at E of 
PLURIBUS and Liberty’s back hair curls.  

 

 
VAM-18A Break at E of PLURIBUS 

 

 
VAM-18A Break at Lower Liberty Back Hair Curls 

 

The reverse of the VAM-18A also has breaks at E of One and L of Dollar which are shown in 
Appendix A. 

VAM-19:  This die pair is listed as a normal date with a C4/C3 reverse, but eagle’s left shoulder 
gap looks like a C3 reverse.  I have not identified a die pair that fits this description.  But quite 
frankly I have trouble telling a C4/C3 reverse that looks like a C3 reverse apart from a C3 
reverse.  There could be one of the VNAs identified in this Guide that is actually a VAM-19.  
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VNA-15 might be a candidate, but I do not see the doubling at the top of the middle arrow shaft 
or outside edges of wreath leaves next to AR in DOLLAR. But VNA-15 is a normal date, with 
Type V mint mark centered and upright.  The second berry appears slightly “lower” than the 
primary berry, so maybe the VNA-15 is the VAM-19.  I can’t be sure, so at this time, I will say 
that I have not found a VAM-19. 

VAM-20/20A:  The VAM-20/20A is listed as a normal date (left side of normal position) with a 
slight slant, with a Type V S mint mark set high with a slight tilt to the right.  There are two PUPs 
for the VAM-20/20A as shown below, in addition to the base listed attributes.  The VAM-20 and 
20A are the same die pair. 

 

 
VAM-20/20A Obverse PUP, Small Gouge Under Cap 

 

 
VAM-20/20A Reverse PUP, M/M Placement High & 

Tilted Right 
 

The VAM-20A has a break die chip in the second from the top left wreath leaf cluster.  See 
Appendix A for a photograph of the break. 

VAM-21/21A:  This die pair can be described as a normal date (left within normal) with a slight 
slant.  The reverse is a Type V S mint mark set high and slightly right.  The VAM-21 and VAM-
21A share the same obverse and reverse dies. 

Shown below are two PUPs in addition to the base die pair description.  See Appendix A for 
additional PUPs. 

The die break at M of AMERICA on the reverse is progressive but obvious when present.  See 
Appendix A for an example break. 
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VAM-21/21A Obverse PUP, Gouge Between Cotton 

Bolls 

 
 

 
VAM-21/21A Mint Mark Placement  

 

VAM-22:  VAM-22 is listed with a normal date (left within normal), and a C4/C3 reverse.  The 
mint mark placement can be described as set right or set slightly right.   

Besides the base attributes, the following PUPs can be used to attribute the VAM-22.  The 
obverse die is the same as used in the VNA-8 die marriage, but the VAM-22 is the LDS of the 
obverse die. 

 

 
VAM-22 Obverse PUP, Shallow Wide Gouge Inside Ear 

 

 
VAM-22 Reverse PUP, Gouge Lower Upper Tail 

Feathers 
 

VAM-23:  This die pair has a very near date, with a C4/C3 reverse.  The mint mark may be 
described as slightly high, slightly right.  The obverse is the same as VAM-18 but is an EDS. 

PUPs are shown below. 
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VAM-23 Very Near Date Placement 

 

 
VAM-23 Two Berry Reverse 

 

VAM-24/24A:  This die pair is listed with a normal slanted date, and Type V S mint mark set 
high and centered.  The date is in the center of normal lateral position (not left within normal). 

This die pair shares the same obverse die as VNA-1 and VNA-13. 

I suspect this VAM listing was a two-fer, submitted with the die breaks and listed as the VAM-
24A, and Leroy Van Allen assigned the VAM-24 assuming an EDS exists without the die 
breaks. 

Since the obverse die cam into it’s third die marriage, the obverse die was already cracked from 
the VNA-1 die marriage.  Hence it starts the VAM-24/24A die marriage with obverse cracks.  It 
is unclear to me whether the obverse die came into the VAM-24/24A die marriage with obverse 
die breaks, or just obverse die cracks.  As such, I cannot confirm whether a VAM-24 exists 
without the obverse die breaks.  It does have the listed scratch behind Liberty’s eye. 

 

 
VAM-24A Obverse PUPs, Crack at Neck Tip & Date 

Placement (Note Vertical Crack at 9) 

 

 
VAM-24A Reverse PUP, Shallow Gouge Inside Bow 
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VAM-25:  The VAM-25 is listed as a Privately Made, or a Contemporary Counterfeit coin in the 
1900-S Morgan dollar series.  It is listed with a doubled Liberty ear and Type IV S mintmark. 

Since it is not an original mint product, I will only recognize it here in that it exists.  I was 
supplied photographs by John Roberts.  I could not match the obverse or reverse die to any 
identified dies from the SF Mint in 1900 in my research. 

VAMS Not Assigned:  The following die pairs do not appear to be listed based on my research.  
They might be more appropriately called “die pairs not assigned”.  As mentioned above, some 
of the VAM listings with no examples represented above might be described below, but I could 
not definitively fit any of the VNAs into an existing VAM listing. 

While there are VNAs listed through VNA-18, there are several VNA numbers with no 
discussion below.  The reason for this is that I originally had die pairs in several VNA slots, but 
subsequently moved them to VAM listings for various reasons.  I did not consolidate the VNA 
numbers to eliminate empty VNA numbers and listings due to the work involved with moving 
files and renaming files.  This process can be prone to errors, and I wanted to eliminate that 
possibility.  The VNAs not represented below and the VAM listing they were moved to are as 
follows: 

• VNA-2 was ultimately decided the match the VAM-14 with the doubled date. 
• VNA-7 was also moved to VAM-14.  As mentioned above, the VAM-14 had several 

polishing episodes, and this VNA was representative of one of the LDFS polishing 
episodes. 

• VNA-9 was moved to VAM-22 once I recognized the fine die scratch that runs from the 
top left cotton leaf over to the cap fold. 

• VNA-16 was finally moved to VAM-1B once I recognized the extensive doe 
cracks/breaks as matching the VAM-10B VAM Plates. 

VNA-1: This die pair has a normal date position (centered over 3rd denticle) and is slanted.  The 
reverse is a Type IV S/S mint mark set right.  The obverse die is shared with the VAM-24/24A 
and VNA-13.  The reverse die is shared with the VAM-7 and VAM-17. 

The base attribution PUPs are shown below. 

 
 
 

 
VNA-1 Obverse PUP, Normal Date Placement, Slanted 

 

 

 
VNA-1 Reverse PUP, Type IV S/S Mint Mark 
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VNA-3:  This die pair has a near slanted date, with a Type V S mint mark set right.  The drop 
dead die marker is the heavy polishing lines in above the wheat stalks on the obverse.  The 
obverse die was used in a LDS in the VNA-5 die marriage.  PUPs for the VNA-3 are shown 
below. 

 

 
VNA-3 Obverse PUP, Polishing at Wheat Stalks 

 

 
VNA-3, Reverse PUP Mint Mark Placement 

 

VNA-4:  VNA-4 has a near, slanted date, with a Type V mint mark set high & centered.  The 
date placement is just slightly into the near range.  PUPs for the VNA-4 are shown below.  Both 
obverse and reverse dies come with a lot of cracks in the LDS as shown in Appendix A. 

 
 

 
VNA-4 Obverse PUP, Heavy Polishing Lower Hair Curls 

 

 
VNA-4 Reverse PUP, Small Gouge Olive Leaves 

 

VNA-5:  This die pair has a near, slanted date, with a Type V mint mark set high/slightly high 
and right.  It shares the same obverse die as VNA-3 but is a LDS and has the heavy polishing 
lines at the obverse wheat stalks.  The reverse is different than VNA-3.  The difference in 
reverse dies can be seen in the mint mark placement as compared to the VNA-3 as shown 
below. 
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VNA-5 Obverse PUP, Heavy Polishing at Wheat Stalks 

 

 
VNA-5 Reverse PUP, Mint Mark Placement 

 

VNA-6:  This is an interesting die pair with a near date, and Type V mint mark set slightly high, 
and centered.  The obverse die is shared with the VAM-9, but is an EDS.  The reverse die is 
shared with the VAM-24/24A but is a slightly EDS than the VAM-24/24A, but not by much.  The 
mint mark appears to change position in the VAM-24/24A due to the die polishing that occurred 
after the VNA-6 marriage.  The reverse die shows almost the same extent of cracks on both 
VNA-6 and VAM-24/24A.  PUPs are shown below.  See Appendix A for reverse cracks for both 
the VAM-24/24A and VNA-6 that match. 

 

 
VNA-6 Obverse PUP, Scratches in Ear Match VAM-9 

 

 
VNA-6 Reverse PUP, Mint Mark Placement 

 

VNA-8:  VNA-8 is a slanted date in “left within normal” position.  The reverse is a C4 hub and 
has a Type V S mint mark set slightly high and centered.  The C4 reverse is unlisted. 

The easiest way to attribute this die pair is to recognize the C4 reverse.  If the date position is 
“left within normal”, then it is a VNA-8.  If the date position is very near, then it is a VAM-18/18A.  
However, a few PUPs are shown below. 
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VNA-8 Obverse PUP, Two Small Gouges in Ear 

 

 
VNA-8 Reverse PUP, Polishing Line Inside Bow 

 

VNA-10:  This die pair is a normal date (left within normal), with a C4/C3 reverse and Type V S 
mint mark set high and slightly right.  PUPS for the VNA-10 are shown below. 

 

 
VNA-10 Obverse PUP, Scratch Inside Ear 

 

 
VNA-10 Reverse PUP, Two Gouges at 1st L of 

DOLLAR 

 

VNA-11:  Base die characteristics are a normal date (left within normal), and a Type V S mint 
mark set slightly high and centered.  The obverse die is shared with the VAM-21/21A, but is an 
EDS.  PUPS for VNA-11 are shown below. 
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VNA-11 Obverse PUP, Gouge Between Cotton Bolls 

 

 
VNA-11 Reverse PUP, Polishing Lines in Bow 

 

VNA-12:  This die pair has base characteristics of a near date (right within near), and a Type V 
S mint mark set upright and centered.  The obverse die is shared with the VAM-8 and VAM-16 
but is the first use of the obverse die.  There is no “doubling” in the 190 like the VAMs-8/16.  The 
polishing that created the “doubled” 190 likely happened after this marriage but prior to the 
VAM-8 die marriage.  PUPS for the VNA-12 are shown below. 

 

 
VNA-12 Obverse PUP, Polishing Lines Lower Hair Curls 

 

 
VNA-12 Reverse PUP, Die Chips Left Shoulder Gap 

 

VNA-13:  The VNA-13 is a normal date (centered within normal) with a Type IV S mint mark set 
slightly high, slightly right. 

The obverse die is shared with VAM-24/24A and VNA-1 but is the EDS of the obverse die.  The 
reverse die is shared with VAM-10 but is the LDS of the reverse die.  I list this reverse mint mark 
as a Type IV, because VAM-10 is listed as a Type IV mint mark.  I would call it a Type V, but 
this demonstrates the difficulty in telling the two different mint marks apart sometimes. 
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As discussed above for VAM-12/12A, the reverse die has a crack that matches the break outline 
in the VAM-12A VAM plate.  Given that this die pair matches the base characteristics of the 
VAM-12, this could be an EDS of the VAM-12A.  Since examples I identified of the VNA-13 do 
not have a full-blown break at the reverse left star, I have left the VNA-13 as a different die pair 
than the VAM-12A for purposes of this Guide.  I guess technically the VNA-13 die pair could be 
called VAM-12A1, and coins with the break VAM-12A2.  But this is best left up to Leroy to 
decide should he ever be sent the appropriate coins to review. 

Base characteristics are shown below. 

 
 

 
VNA-13 Obverse PUP, Centered Normal Slanted Date 

 

 
VNA—13 Reverse PUP, Type IV Mint Mark 

 

The die crack at the reverse left star that matches the outline of the VAM-12A break is shown 
below. 

 

 
VNA-13 with Crack that Outlines the VAM-12A Break 
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VNA-14:  The obverse die has a date placement that I will call normal, but “left within normal”.  
Some might call it a near date.  The date has a slight slant.  The reverse has a Type V S mint 
mark set high and right.  While this die pair may appear to be similar to others, cracks develop 
in the LDS that cannot be matched to other crack patterns on coins with similar base 
characteristics.  See Appendix A or D for the LDS cracks. 

 

 
VNA-14 Obverse PUP, Small Gouge 1st Left Star 

 

 
VNA-14 Reverse PUP, Polishing Upper Tail Feathers 

 

VNA-15:  This die pair has a normal (left within normal), slanted date with a Type V S mint mark 
centered and upright.  VNA-15 is similar to VNA-14 in that the base characteristics are similar to 
other die pairs, but LDS cracks do not match the LDS cracks of the similar die pairs.  See 
Appendix A or D for the LDS cracks.  PUPs for VNA-15 are shown below. 

 

 
VNA-15 Obverse PUP, Polishing Lines in Lower Hair 

Curls 

 

 
VNA-15 Reverse PUP, Polishing Inside Bow 
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VNA-17:  The obverse die has a very near date placement, but not the same as the VAM-
18/18A.  The reverse has a Type V S mint mark set high and slightly right.  The date placement 
makes this die pair a snap to attribute.  Base die characteristics are shown below. 

 
 

 
VNA-17 Obverse PUP, Date Placement 

 

 
VNA-17 Reverse PUP, Mint Mark Placement 

 

VNA-18:  This die pair has a near (right within near) slightly slanted date, and a reverse with a 
Type V S mint mark centered and upright.  The reverse is shared with the VAM-11 but is a LDS.  
The PUPs for the VNA-18 are shown below.  The date placement can easily be discerned 
between the VNA-18 and VAM-11 since the VAM-11 is in the middle of the near date position. 

 
 
 

 
VNA-18 Obverse PUP, Date Placement 

 

 
VNA-18 Reverse PUP, Gouges Left Wing 
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4.0 Using the Attribution Guide 
This section explains how to use this Guide to attribute 1900-S Morgan dollars.  Several 
methods are discussed which make use of the Appendices.  The Appendices and contents of 
each are as follows: 

• Appendix A contains cropped photos from the HA and SB auction archives.  They are 
assembled in order of VAM number, then VNA number as assigned by me.  
 

• Appendix B contains the 1900-S Die Attribution Flow Charts. 
 

• Appendix C contains my 1900-S VAM Attribution Scorecard.  This spreadsheet lists both 
VAMS and VNAs with the “Date Placement Index System” (DPIS), along with my 
interpretation of the mint mark placement.  In addition, I have included comments and 
some observations.  
 

• Appendix D contains photos of all identified mint marks, with a “line” across the bottoms 
of the bow ribbons.  The line is only intended to show my interpretation of the mint mark 
placement as being “high” or not.  The lines are not intended to match or compare to 
mint mark placement descriptions by Leroy Van Allen in the Official VAM listings.  
The mint marks are presented in numerical order by VAM number, following by 
numerical order by VNA number.  
 

• Appendix E contains photographs of die cracks.  In many instances, if die cracks are 
present on a coin, a quicker attribution can be made using the crack finder.  The coins 
are presented by C3 reverse hub coins first, followed by C4 reverse hub coins, then by 
C4/C3 reverse coins. 

4.1 Attribution by Die Marker 
One of the simplest ways to attribute a 1900-S Morgan dollar is to match up PUPs on a coin to 
the PUP photographs shown in Section 3.0 Discussion by Die Marriage above.  If a match or 
two are made, then a coin’s attributes should be compared to the complete photographs of 
PUPs in Appendix A for attribution verification. 

4.2 Attribution by Mint Mark Placement 
Another method for attribution can be by the position of the mint mark.  This method is 
subjective since one person’s “high” mint mark placement is another person’s “slightly high” mint 
mark placement.  Appendix D contains photographs of all identified reverse dies.  Comparison 
of the mint mark position to the photographs in Appendix D can result in “matching” mint marks 
positions to the subject coin.  This approach may yield several die pair candidates given the 
subjective nature of mint mark position descriptions.  However, once potential attribution 
candidates are identified, then the coin can be compared to the PUP photographs in Appendix 
A. 

4.3 Attribution by Die Cracks 
The Morgan silver dollar dies were run long and hard by the San Francisco mint in 1900.  Most 
die pairs developed cracks, and some breaks in LDS.  Cracks can be like finger prints for the 
dies once they develop.  This method involves comparing the die cracks on a coin to those 
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contained in Appendix E.  If a match or two is made, then the coin should be compared to the 
PUP photographs shown in Appendix A for attribution verification. 

The coins are presented by C3 reverse hub coins first, followed by C4 reverse hub coins, then 
by C4/C3 reverse coins.  Thus, the user must know the difference between reverse types, and 
have already identified the reverse type prior to using Appendix E. 

As always, there are caveats to list: 

1. When a feature could be either a scratch or crack, it is listed with a (?). 
2. Not all cracks are shown.  Only the portions of cracks deemed sufficient to attribute a 

particular VAM.  There will be additional crack features on the coins not shown in this 
Appendix, but may be shown in the VAM Photos in Appendix A. 

3. The user should recall that cracks are progressive, and may not be present on all 
specimens or be in an advanced state from those represented in Appendix E. 
 

4.4 Attribution Using Flow Charts 
Appendix B contains a series of flow charts to assist in attribution.  The flow charts rely on 
determining both the date placement and mint mark placement. 

The basic idea is to enter the obverse die attribution flow charts, and identify possible attribution 
candidates based on date placement.  Figure B1 is for “normal” date placements, while Figure 
B2 is for “Near” or “Very Near” date placements.  Note of the possible attribution candidates 
should be taken. 

Then the process is repeated for the reverse of the coin.  The mint mark placement should be 
determined, and Figures B3 through B7 entered depending on the breakdown of the reverse 
type and mint mark placement for the flow charts.  Note of possible attribution candidates 
should be taken. 

Then possible attribution candidates should be compared between the obverse die candidates 
and reverse die candidates.  If there is a match, then Appendix A should be consulted to verify 
the attribution.  If an attribution cannot be verified by the photographs in Appendix A, then the 
user should try again using slight variances in date and mint mark placement and repeat the 
process until an attribution can be made. 

Note that the date placement is based on the Date Placement Indexing System (DPIS), not the 
date placement used in the VAM Descriptions.  The DPIS is discussed in the next section.  Mint 
mark placement is based on the authors interpretation of mint mark placement, and not the 
placement used in the VAM Descriptions. 

The figures in Appendix B are broken down by the following: 

Obverse Die Placement: 

Figure B1 – Normal Date Placement 

Figure B2 – Near or Very Near Date Placement 

Reverse Type and Mint Mark Placement: 

Figure B3 – C3 Reverse, M/M High and Centered 
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Figure B4 – C3 Reverse, M/M High (The M/M can have any lateral position and/or tilt, other than 
Centered) 

Figure B5 – C3 Reverse, M/M Slightly High (But not High.  The M/M can have any lateral 
position and/or tilt) 

Figure B6 – C3 Reverse, M/M Not High or Slightly High (M/Ms in the “normal” height position, 
but can have any lateral and/or tilt) 

Figure B7 – C4 and C4/C3 reverses (Any M/M position) 

5.0 Date Placement Indexing System (DPIS) 
The DPIS is used to catalog the date placements used in Appendix B. 

Date placement was constant for 1878 thru 1883 for Morgan silver dollars.  In 1884, silver dollar 
date digits were reduced in size, and the complete date was punched into each working die thru 
1904 resulting in variations in date position.  The 1900-S series is no exception. 

The Author has chosen to include the use of a date placement convention adapted by John 
Roberts for use on Morgan dollars in this Attribution Guide.  John originally used this convention 
in his work on the 1889-CC series of coins.  This convention is consistent with that developed 
by Leroy Van Allen and A. George Mallis, in that it also uses the placement of the “1” in the date 
relative to the denticles, but it provides a finer “grid” in which to describe the date placement.  
John Roberts is not clear on the exact origin of this method of assigning a date placement, but it 
was used fundamentally by Howard Newcomb for use on middle and late date large cents.  
Because this date placement convention has evolved, it will be referred to as the “Date 
Placement Indexing System”, or DPIS for short. 

The DPIS convention uses the placement of both the right and left edges of the base crossbar 
of the “1” in the date relative to the denticles.  The right edge placement uses REB1 as the  
short hand label, while the left edge uses LEB1.  REB1 stands for “Right Edge Base” and LEB1 
stands for Left Edge Base.  Right and left edges are as viewed by the attributor. 

The user should also remember that Liberty’s neck point points between two denticles.  The first 
denticle to the right of the neck point is denticle number 1, second left denticle is denticle 
number 2, etc. 

These definitions are shown in Plate 7. 
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Plate 7 - DPIS Convention Definitions 
Circled Numbers are Denticle Numbers 

 

The date placement is described by LEB1-REB1 relative to the denticles. 

As an example, referring to Plate 7, LEB1 is described as C3.  This means the left edge of the 
base of the “1” is “centered” over the third denticle.  REB1 is described as B45C.  This means 
the right edge of the base of the “1” is “between” the 4th and 5th denticles, at the center.  A DPIS 
convention for this coin would be LEB1 C3- REB1 B45C. 

The system is actually very easy to learn, and once mastered, the User will not likely need to 
refer back to this section often. 

Table 1 lists the acronyms used in this date placement convention with the description. 
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Table 1 – DPIS Convention Acronyms 

 

Date Placement 

LEB1 (Left Edge of Base of 1) REB1 (Right Edge of Base of 1) 

B23RE Between 2nd & 3rd 
Denticles Right Half 

RH4 Right Half of 4th 
Denticle 

LE3 Left Edge of 3rd 
Denticle 

RE4 Right Edge of 4th 
Denticle 

LH3 Left Half of 3rd 
Denticle 

B45LE Between 4th & 5th 
Denticle Left Edge 

C3 Center of 3rd Denticle B45LH Between 4th & 5th 
Denticle Left Half 

RH3 Right Half of 3rd 
Denticle 

B45C Between 4th & 5th 
Denticle Centered 

RE3 Right Edge of 3rd 
Denticle 

B45RH Between 4th & 5th 
Denticle Right Half 

B34LE Between 4th & 5th 
Denticles Left Edge 

B45RE Between 4th & 5th 
Denticle Right Edge 

B34LH Between 4th & 5th 
Denticles Left Half 

LE5 Left Edge of 5th 
Denticle 

B34C Between 4th & 5th 
Denticles Centered 

LH5 Left Half of 5th 
Denticle 

 

Some examples of the date placement convention for illustrative purposes are shown in Plate 8. 

Generally speaking, the cross-over between the DPIS and date placement used in the VAM 
Descriptions is as follows: 

Date Placement by VAM Description Date Placement by DPIS 
Normal (centered) REB1 – LE3 
Normal (left within normal) REB1 – LE3, LH3 
Near REB1 – B23RE, B23C, B23LE 
Very Near REB1 – RE2, C2 
Far REB1 - B34LE, B34C, B34RE 
Very Far REB1 – LE4, C4 
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Plate 8 - Examples of the DPIS Convention 

 

 

 

VAMs-18 & 23:  C2 – B23RE 

 

 

 

VAMs-24, VNA-1 & VNA-13:  C3 – R45RE 

 

 

 

VAM-21/21A:  LE3 – RH4 

 

 

 

VNA-6:  B23C – C4 

 

 

VNA-17:  RE2 – LE4 

 

 

 

VNA-4:  B23RE – RH4 
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